Audio isolation transformer schematic

Electrical Engineering Stack Exchange is a question and answer site for electronics and
electrical engineering professionals, students, and enthusiasts. It only takes a minute to sign
up. I'm putting together a guitar pedal for splitting the signal to two different amps. One of the
features I want to put in is a 'ground-lift'; isolating the signal to avoid ground loops between the
two different loads. However, I don't know how much I trust the transformer to not colour the
signal, and I don't mind doing a bit of over-engineering to avoid using one. I'm more trusting of
op-amps and AC-coupling using series capacitors, so I figured the following might be a good
workaround:. The load-side of the AC-coupling capacitor is biased by an supply isolated from
the source and fed into a buffer. Is there any reason this wouldn't work the way I think it would?
You cannot expect that circuit to work because the guitar signal ground connection has to
connect into the op-amp circuit ground node and without that connection you are just going to
get noise. The impact of this is that you are not therefore isolating the two receiver circuits as
you previously wished would happen. Try using fully differential amplifiers such as
Instrumentattion Amplifiers but, don't expect miracles - IA's can isolate quite well but only
within the voltage range of their respective power rails. In other words, if receive circuit A is
offset from receive circuit B by a few volts to a few tens of volts you will hit problems. True
galvanic isolation up to several hundred volts is acheivable by using magnetics and therefore
transformers. This is a circuit I designed several decades ago to do just what you want. I had
two pieces of equipment with slightly different ground environment, and wanted to pass a high
fidelity signal between them. Normally, I would use a differential signal, with a differential
receiver. However, the existing receiver, which I couldn't modify, had a solid, ground
referenced, single-ended input, and all I could play with was the transmitter. The actual circuit is
identical to a differential amplifier, with the connections taken to slightly different places. The
amplifier senses the voltage of the remote ground, and adds it to the signal being transmitted.
The reversed biassed diodes are for protection, in case the cable is unplugged and the shield
subject to a large signal, they would not normally conduct up to a few hundred mV of ground
offset. This is not isolation in the true sense, especially with the protection diodes which will
allow a fault in one to blow a fuse in the other, but it does break ground loops, reject
inter-ground noise, and allow a ground lift functionality. There is a way to use optocouplers to
give a DC coupled, truly isolated, reasonable distortion analogue link between equipments.
While a single optocoupler is rarely linear enough for audio signals, a pair run under the same
conditions, one used as feedback for the driving signal, can track well enough to reduce the
distortion to useable levels. There are even 'dual receiver' optoisolators for just this purpose.
However, this would need an isolated power supply in the sender, otherwise the input to the
next equipment would be a special purpose current signal, so not a general purpose input.
Tales of missed opportunity. Many years before audio noise-shaped sigma delta converters
were well known, about the time Phillips and Sony were filing patents, I was also investigating
the concept. One application I envisaged was a high speed sigma delta ADC driving one bit in
the 1M to 10M range down cheap optical fibre to another equipment, with the reconstruction
filter simply an RC filter. Total isolation, high fidelity audio, and cheap, a sort of analog Toslink.
But I had other fish to fry. Fairly easy to build if you want, either from discretes HC logic plus
opamps , or there are sigma delta modulators available. It does not work because the supply is
isolated so the grounds will float according to the signal as well. As the signal path is isolated,
no signal current passes through the capacitor, so the op-amp sees no signal. For
completeness' sake: there are isolation amplifiers, which are analog input to analog output, but
galvanically isolated. Their intended purpose is not audio but sensing small voltage differences
in high-voltage systems. It has a typical output bandwidth of kHz which is plenty , truly
galvanically isolates the input from the output for up to V difference, but "only" has So the
question "How do I isolate my sound when budget is no limit", the answer may after all be a
transformer. The time honoured way to do this in the analogue domain is to convert your line
level signal to balanced audio. This means that the signal from your guitar first has to go
through a preamp with a suitably high impedance input, generally k to 1M or so, and with a
proper balanced output. Now, no direct ground connection is required in the signal path.
Isolation can then be provided by placing DC block caps in series with the line connections.
However in a professional environment this is generally considered to be inferior to high quality
audio transformers, as can be purchased from suppliers such as Lundahl, Sowter and Jensen.
These products do provide superb galvanic isolation along with very high audio quality, and
other benefits such as excellent rejection of common mode induced noise, when properly
configured. They aren't cheap - but may not in fact be a bad investment when you factor in the
simplicity of design, reliability and so on. To understand why transformers provide better
isolation than a pair of blocking caps, consider the effect of a common mode transient with a
fast edge between the tx and rx side. With caps there will be corresponding transient currents

which will probably be of unequal magnitude, due to capacitor tolerances and so on. A
transformer is a n inherently symmetrical design, and so such a transient has much less chance
of creating an audible artifact. These days, of course, other solutions such as moving to digital
domain and using a fibre link exist, but I question whether the complexity is justifiable for your
application as well as, perhaps, issues with reliability, latency and so on. If you really wish to
not use a transformer, one possible solution is to use a isolation power supply for your
amplifier circuit. However, your design is not going to work because you didn't isolate the
ground. The whole point of using an isolated power supply is to isolate both the ground and
power. A true isolation power supply will have two input, power and ground, and two or more
output, power and another ground. The output ground is completely floating, aka it can be any
voltage the other circuit requires. So when you connect your amplifier to the input, your
amplifier ground will be exactly the same as input. Thus, no noise. Having single or dual rail
supply is a different problem from this isolation issue, however. After isolation, you can easily
make a single rail work like a dual rail. You simply make a virtual ground at half of rail voltage
by Zener diode a resistive divider can work, but it will bd noisy and it will inject power rail noise
into audio signals. One issue to point out here is usually an isolation power supply might be
more costy than an audio isolation transformer depending on how much power you need. Sign
up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Isolated audio
without a transformer Ask Question. Asked 1 year, 7 months ago. Active 15 days ago. Viewed 2k
times. The traditional way to do that is with the following simple method: a suitable transformer
I'm more trusting of op-amps and AC-coupling using series capacitors, so I figured the
following might be a good workaround: simulate this circuit The load-side of the AC-coupling
capacitor is biased by an supply isolated from the source and fed into a buffer. Improve this
question. Joe Joe 7 7 bronze badges. Wikipedia covers it quite well, en. It is very possible and
wouldn't cost too much, but I wanted to do it by simple analogue means if possible. Add a
comment. Active Oldest Votes. Improve this answer. Andy aka Andy aka k 18 18 gold badges
silver badges bronze badges. Thanks for defining possible solutions. I'm glad to hear there are
other options, though not without their own drawbacks. The distortion that they might bring to
the party won't be significant. Try looking up Hammond audio transformers and go for ones
with a decent high frequency performance but, if connecting the raw geetar output to the
primary I'd use a buffer amplifier and a transformer with dual isolated secondaries; one for each
signal chain. Are either of interest? Justme Justme Really it's a question of horses for courses.
JRE 46k 8 8 gold badges 74 74 silver badges bronze badges. C Leo. C 11 1 1 bronze badge. Sign
up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password.
Post as a guest Name. Email Required, but never shown. The Overflow Blog. Podcast How to
use interference to your advantage â€” a quantum computingâ€¦. Level Up: Mastering statistics
with Python â€” part 2. Upcoming Events. Featured on Meta. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks
editor. Visual design changes to the review queues. Related 5. Hot Network Questions. Question
feed. Audio line isolation transformer Copyright Tomi Engdahl If you want to do the ground loop
elimination in audio path, you have to cut the galvanic connection but pass the whole audio
range. The simplest and most common way to do the isolation is use audio transformer which is
ment for audio use. Transformers for audio use have some problems like distorted bass
response and attenuating in high-frequency response. High-quality audio transformers cover
whole audio band with good response, but those are quite expensive. There are ready made
circuits available from shops selling car audio stuff ground loops are usually problem also in
car environment. Those products seem to be quite suitable for solving ground loop problems in
consumer audio systems, but I have not tested them myself. Europeans should take a look at
their nearest dealer which carriers Monacor products, because Monacor's new catalogue lists
FGA Best. DI-boxes are also used to solve ground loop problems in a PA situations where
different instruments are connected to mixing desk. Building yourself an audio isolation
transformer If you want to build one yourself, you have to get two audio transformers which
have transformation ratio and greater than 1 kohm impedance. There are high quality audio
transformers in the markes that meet those specs, but those can be quite expensive. Another
option it to use ohm isolation transformers widely available for telecommunications and other
uses. Those are not that high quality as good audio transformers, but can be well adequate for
many not so demanding multimedia applications like computer audio if suitable transformer is
selected. I built some of my audio line isolators usign two high quality telephone line coupling
transformers which have ohm impedance I built later some new ones using some high quality
audio transformers. This is the most commonly transformer type used in high-speed modems.
Best of those are quite wideband devices far more bandwidth than usual Hz as used in
telephone. Using two of those transformers and few RCA connectors made quite satisfactory
but not really hifi audio isolator. The connection is easy: connect primary side of the

transformer to one audio connector and secondary to other. The bass frequency below 40 Hz is
not good. The frequency measurements were made with Nacamichi T Audio Analyzer and the
isolator circuit was connected between it's ohm output and 50 kohm input. I haven't been able
to test their performance in this application, but they have proven to good transformers in other
laboratory test and applications. Avoid cheapest telephone and audio transformers, because
their performance is very poor at frequencies over about 5 kHz for example Radio Shack Notes
about signal phasing Notice one thing in the transformer wiring: Many transformers have the
coil starting marked with dot. If you put the audio signal to the transformer in such way that the
center wire in RCA connector is always connected to the coil end marked as coil start you will
get a nice isolator. If you for some reason connect the wires in one side of the transformer in
the wring way, your transformer will cause a degree phase shift to your audio signal. If some of
the signals in your audio system will get this kind of phase shift and some other will not, you
will face all kinds of sound quality prolems. If you have this kind of system, it is best to test that
the audio isolation transformer will not cause unitended phase shift to the signal. FAQ Legal
Notice. How to build your own audio isolator Building yourself an audio isolation transformers If
you want to build one yourself, you have to get two audio transformers which have
transformation ratio and greater than 1 kohm impedance. There are high quality audio
transformers in the markes that meet those specs, but those can be quite expensive. Another
option it to use ohm isoltation transformers widely available for telecommunications and other
uses. Those are not that high quality as good audio transformers, but can be well adequate for
many not so demanding multimedia applications like computer audio if suitable transformer is
selected. Isolation for unablanced lines Notice one thing in the transformer wiring: Many
transformers have the coil starting marked with dot. If you put the audio signal to the
transformer in such way that the center wire in RCA connector is always connected to the coil
end marked as coil start you will get a nice isolator. If you for some reason connect the wires in
one side of the transformer in the wring way, your transformer will cause a degree phase shift to
your audio signal. If some of the signals in your audio system will get this kind of phase shift
and some other will not, you will face all kinds of sound quality prolems. If you have this kind of
system, it is best to test that the audio isolation transformer will not cause unitended phase
shift to the signal. The tansformer used for this should have a flat frequency response over
whole audio frequency range, should have high enough impedance at lowest frequecies and
should not cause noticable distortion. If the impedance drops on low frequencies, this can
cause attenuation of the lowest frequencies if the transformer is connected to the equipment
which have a very high output impedance. This kind of isoltion transformer circuit should be
best connected on the receiving end equipment input end of the cable to get best performance.
If the cable is not very long not many meters , in practice it does not matter to which end of the
cable this transformer isolation circuit is connected. Isolation for balanced lines For balanced
lines equipped with XLR connectors the audio signals are transported between signal pins 2
and 3. So the isolation transformer should be wired so that the primary is wire between input
XLR pins 2 and 3 and the secondary is wired between output XLR pins 2 and 3. The grounding
pin 1 of the output XLR connector can be wired to metal case of the isolator, but do not connect
the input XLR connector pin 1 to anything. The transformer to be used in the circuit above
should be ohm audio transformer which can handle the signal levels you are about to transfer
through the isolator wihtout causing too much distortion or other problems not very low signal
level microphone transformer for line signals etc. The transformer which is used should have
very flat frequency response over the whole audio frequency range 20Hz.. Both of the designs
use more components than my simple deisgn but are expected to perform better under stron RF
fields. Circuits I have built Circuit using telephone line transformers I built my first isolatiors
using two high quality telephone line coupling transformers which have ohm impedance. This is
the most commonly transformer type used in high-speed modems. Best of those are quite
wideband devices far more bandwidth than usual Hz as used in telephone. Using two of those
transformers and few RCA connectors made quite satisfactory but not really hifi audio isolator.
The connetion is easy: connect primary side of the transformer to one audio connector and
secondary to other. The bass frequency below 40 Hz is not good. The frequency measurements
were made with Nacamichi T Audio Analyzer and the isolator circuit was connected between it's
ohm output and 50 kohm input. I haven't been able to test their performance in this application,
but they have proven to good transformers in other laboratory test and applications. Avoid
cheapest telephone and audio transformers, because their performance is very poor at
frequencies over about 5 kHz for example Radio Shack Transformer isolation using audio
transformer One way I got my hands on the component of old cenral radio systems amplifiers.
Those amplifers had a transformer isolated balanced audio input with impedance of around 1
kohm. I took the high quality input transformer from the preamplifier board and tried how well

they would work in my applications. The text on the top of the transformer indicated that those
transformers were ohm audio transformers. The measurements showed that those transformers
perform better than those telephone transformer. I keep those boxes with the audio wiring set
and use them as problem solvers if there is some humming problem in the system which can't
be easily solved in other ways. Notes on selecting audio transformer If you want the best sound
quality not much sound degration you must select a good audio transformer. Any transformer
of the proper ratio will give you a high impedance input, but not any transformer will sound
good. Cheap transformers add distortion, mostly at low frequencies, and it's not the "good"
kind of distortion. They also tend to have poor high frequency response. Makign good audio
transformers is not easy. Lower impedance transformer are generally easilier that higher
impedance. High Z primary is difficult to wind because the capacitance between windings starts
to become a big issue with that many turns. And that kills your high end. There was a day when
audio transformers were commodity items and they were in everything, but now they aren't so
common and as a result, the cheaper ones aren't in the catalogues any more, and the better
ones ccost more than they used to because there aren't the economies of scale. If you get a
cheap transformer, you will eventually get depressed with the way it sounds, and you'll be
spending the money on a Jensen, a Reichenbach, Sowter, or Lundahl or any other reputable
manufacturer anyway. So you might as well just get it now and save the wasted time effort and
money. FAQ Legal Notice. A transformer is a static electrical device that transfers energy
between two or more circuits through electromagnetic induction. The transformer can Step up
or Step down signal voltage. The transformer has no direct connection between the primary and
secondary windings, the electrical energy transferred using electromagnetic induction. Due to
this isolated property between primary and secondary, the transformer provides electrical
isolations between primary and secondary, which means from the input and output or vice
versa. We have covered detailed article on Transformers. A Transformer receives a sinusoidal
input signal and converts it to an output signal. During this conversion process, there are no
physical connections between this two. This conversion actually happens by the two or more
insulated copper wire coils which are denoted as windings wrapped around a magnetic iron
core. In such case, the primary and secondary winding turns ratio fixed to Due to this, the
transformer does not alter the voltage or current level. It does only create isolation between the
Input amplifiers with the output speaker system. Other than the isolation transformer there is
another audio transformer too, which will change the output voltage level depending on the
input AC signal. The loudspeaker is a huge load and needs to provide the required current and
voltage across it to produce proper sound vibration. An Audio transformer with Step-up feature
will step up the voltage or the current level to drive a load across it. Same happens for the
Stepdown transformer too. It converts the voltage from higher to lower with the increased
current output. The audio transformer also provides impedance matching specifications. When
the output of one circuit or device is directly connected to the input of another device, it is very
important that the device output impedance and device input impedance both are matched. An
impedance matching transformer provides this feature and converts higher impedance output
to lower impedance to drive a low impedance speaker or feeding to another low impedance
device. Although an Audio transformer does not have a physical connection between his
primary and secondary coil, the transformer provide bidirectional feature between this two
windings. We can also use the same primary side as secondary and secondary as primary. In
such case, the transformer provides signal loss in one direction and signal gain in reverse
direction or vice versa. The audio transformer works at frequencies between 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
So, the operation of an Audio transformer has much wider frequency range. As discussed
above, the audio transformer uses Impedance balancing technique. It is very useful for
balancing amplifiers and loads Loudspeaker and other that use a different input or output
impedances for maximum power transfer application. In modern days, speakers impedances
ranges from 4 to 16 ohms, typically 4 ohms, 8 ohms or 16 ohms speakers are available whereas
Transistor or Solid state amplifiers use â€” ohms output impedance. If the amplifier is a retro
design, such as old Valve or Tube amplifier then the output voltage sometimes reach V with 3k
impedance. We need impedance matching transformer which will convert the High impedance
to low impedance and should convert the voltage and current to a level which will directly drive
a loudspeaker. A Transformer can have multiple windings in the primary and secondary side.
The ratio between primary and secondary windings, the number of coils turns in the primary
side Np and a number of coil turns in secondary Ns is called the turns ratio. This turns ratio also
defines the primary and secondary voltage ratio as the voltage is directly proportional to the
primary and secondary winding turns. Impedance is the most important factor for impedance
matching transformers. For impedance matching transformer the impedance ratio between
primary to secondary can be calculated using the primary and secondary turn or the primary

and secondary output voltage. To calculate the impedance ratio we need to square the
transformer turns ratio or the transformer voltage ratio. Impedance ratio is the square of turns
ratio or voltage ratio. So, a transformer with turns ratio or voltage ratio could provide
impedance ratio. Suppose, a transformer with a turns ratio is used to balance the power
amplifier output with a loudspeaker. The Power amplifier provides ohms output impedance,
what would be the nominal speaker impedance needed for maximum power transfer? As
discussed in the above segment, the Audio transformer can be used in multiple applications.
But generally, three types of Audio Transformers are mainly used for audio related purposes.
There is another specific Audio transformer also available, which are useful for digital audio
applications and generally works in high frequency. Transformers can also have multiple
primary and secondary taps, which provide flexibilities to the user to change the output devices
without changing the costly audio transformer. For example, A transformer can have multiple
secondary taps to connect multiple loads with 4 ohms, 8 ohms or even 16 ohms impedance but
only one tap need to be connected to the load when working with it. Such transformers are
generally costly and can be found in retro musical systems or amplifiers. The transformer can
have different bodies depending on where it would be used. A chassis mount transformer needs
a supporting chassis to support the bulky weight. Also, there are PCB mounted audio
transformers available in various shapes and sizes depending on their specifications and
usages. A microphone transformer mainly used to balance the impedance between Amplifier
system and the microphone. It is essential as there will be signal loss due to unbalanced
impedance on Amplifier input and microphone output. A microphone transformer does not
reduce Hum noises. A microphone transformer needs a twisted pair with ground shielding wires
to connect. The wire consists of two conductors which are tightly twisted together with
surrounded by a conducting braid or foil. This wire effectively reduces humming noises and
external noise interferences. A transformer which have a single primary and receives
unbalanced input, and have a center tapped secondary which provides a balanced output, is
called as Balun Transformer. In such a configuration, the Amplifier gets a perfect balanced
signal. There are such scenarios where multiple loudspeakers are connected together in
long-range public address systems which are connected with a single amplifier system. The
problem arrives when long wires are used to connect the Amplifier output and Loudspeaker
input. The wire resistance creates trouble for signal quality and the signal loss happens with
poor signal amplitude across the speakers. Due to this, two special transformers are used, one
is step up and another one is Step Down. The step-up transformer increases the audio output
signal voltage to V. The resistance would not effective for the low signal current. The signal will
transmit perfectly. On the other end, across each loudspeaker, a step-down transformer with
impedance matching facility, Steps down the V to the speaker voltage and increases the
current. The Transformer also matches the impedance for maximum power transfer. This type of
audio transformers is called a transmission line matching audio transformer. They have multiple
connections in both primary and secondary side. In general, primary side taps are used for
suitable power level thus the amplification gain can be controlled by tap connections. And the
secondary side has multiple taps which are useful to connect different impedance speakers to
different impedance speaker as per choice and availability. Many modern Professional Amplifier
line transformers provide high power handling capabilities as well as multiple configurations to
connect parallel or series, loudspeakers together. What is a Transformer? Audio Transformer A
Transformer receives a sinusoidal input signal and converts it to an output signal. Working of
Audio Transformer and its Construction Although an Audio transformer does not have a
physical connection between his primary and secondary coil, the transformer provide
bidirectional feature between this two windings. Example We can calculate some practical
values depending on the formulas given above. Types of Audio Transformer As discussed in
the above segment, the Audio transformer can be used in multiple applications. Impedance
matching Transformer Step up Audio Transformer with Wide frequency range which is within
the audible frequency. Step down Audio Transformer with Wide frequency range which is within
the audible frequency. Microphone Transformer A microphone transformer mainly used to
balance the impedance between Amplifier system and the microphone. Recommended Posts.
Making the Grade with Linux at the Intelligent Edge. Get embedded world Delivered Right to
Your Door. Securing the Next Generation of Connected Vehicles. Embedded Insiders Podcast:
The Immortal 8-bit. Get Our Weekly Newsletter! Helena St. Related Content. Speech Recognition
using Arduino. Comments Log in or register to post Comment. Electrical isolation is necessary
to protect circuits, equipment, and people from shocks and short circuits. Isolation, also
referred to as galvanic isolation, means no direct conduction path exists for the current to flow;
no physical connection exists. Isolation can be accomplished using electromagnetic,
capacitive, or optical devices. While physically and electrically isolating the circuitry from

unwanted currents, required signals and power need to be transferred across the separated
circuits. To transfer signals, transformers use magnetic flux, capacitive isolators use differential
voltage and optocouplers use light to bridge the gap. Figure 1. This means 1 the measurement
of v1 is not accurate, and 2 if Z2 was the current limiting impedance, the current through Z1
could rise to a dangerous level and damage the circuit. Now connecting the test probe at TP1
and the probe ground at TP2 does not complete a circuit and voltage v1 can be measured
accurately. Somewhere in the water pipe connections, there was a common point where a
crossover happened. The same surprising results can happen in an electric circuit where an
unintentional ground is introduced. It's not supposed to happen, but a common point to the
ground was introduced. This type of transformer would not provide electrical isolation. This
makes the set up safer for users, eliminating the possibility of a shock. Should they touch a live
part of the circuit by accident, there's no conductive connection to earth ground. Before ground
fault circuit interrupter GFCI receptacles became 'code', consumer products included isolation
transformers and hotels had 'razors-only' sockets incorporating an isolation transformer. The
razor-only socket provided protection if a razor fell into the water or if someone touched a
conducting surface like a wet faucet while holding it. The isolation transformer in the socket
prevented current flow thru the user's body. An isolation transformer can also be used to
physically separate portions of an electrical system. By including an isolation transformer as
part of the design, the voltage can be stepped down to a lower voltage in the meter's range, as
shown in Figure 3. In this case, a step-down isolation transformer is needed. The step-down
ratio is determined by the formula:. Transformers can be described as two coils surrounding a
core of ferromagnetic material, as shown in Figure 4. The schematic representation shows the
primary and secondary coils; the electric source is connected to the primary, the isolated
output is taken from the secondary. The coils are physically separate from each other and the
core. Michael Faraday first used an early transformer during his experiments investigating
electromagnetism. Now known as mutual induction, Faraday is credited with discovering that an
electromotive force is induced in a circuit by a changing magnetic flux according to the
formula:. The negative indicating the electromotive force opposes the current. Because Faraday
was working with DC voltage, he only saw the effect of electromagnetic induction when a
battery was initially connected or disconnected to the circuits, when the magnetic flux was
changing. With AC power connected to the primary, the varying current creates a varying
magnetic field, the magnetic flux is realized in the core, and that in turn induces a voltage the
secondary, with no electrical path between the two coils. The inductive coupling provided by
the changing magnetic flux between the two coils allows communication across transformer.
The first commercially viable transformer was invented by William Stanley, working for George
Westinghouse in the s. The design of an isolation transformer takes into account anything that
may couple the primary and secondary windings. They often have special insulation between
the primary and secondary coils and are specified to withstand high voltage between windings.
DC signals are blocked by the transformer as well as interference caused by ground loops. For
sensitive equipment computers or measuring instruments electrostatic shields are included to
reduce any capacitance between the windings. Isolation transformers used for safety usually
have a turns ratio of , with the number, turns in the primary and secondary windings equal, but
step-up and step-down isolation transformers are used when the voltage also needs to be
changed. Isolation transformers have been developed for specialized applications. Some
examples are: Pulse transformers: optimized for transmitting rectangular electrical pulses and
provide electrical isolation for digital signals. These are used in computer networks. Austin
transformers: invented by Arthur O. If not isolated, the lighting circuitry on the antenna mast
would conduct radio-frequency energy to ground. These transformers also completely isolate
the building AC mains from the tower. Known as auto-transformers, these devices do not
provide isolation, as the single winding is shared. Isolation transformers have separate coils,
with no physical connection between the coils, no earth ground. Isolation transformers make
working on AC equipment safer and can protect against unintentionally introducing shorts in
the circuit. Working on the principle of mutual induction, they are used to break ground loops
and remove unintended current paths where accidental contact could cause problems. When
choosing an isolation transformer, select one with appropriate ratings and specs for your
requirements. The isolated circuit is still a live circuit! When using an isolation transformer,
whether powering the unit under test or an oscilloscope or other equipment, knowing the
ground s in use; checking voltages and current in your work area and your circuit, following all
safety measures, are still required! Thanks for this great write up Marie. Don't have an AAC
account? Create one now. Forgot your password? Click here. Latest Projects Education.
Technical Article Transformer Isolation. Home Technical Articles Transformer Isolation.
Electrical isolation is necessary to protect circuits, equipment, and people from shocks and

short circuits, as well as to make accurate measurements. Isolation transformers are one way to
go. Why Isolation? Isolation Transformer Construction Transformers can be described as two
coils surrounding a core of ferromagnetic material, as shown in Figure 4. Special Purpose
Isolation Transformers Isolation transformers have been developed for specialized applications.
Safety Always Isolation transformers make working on AC equipment safer and can protect
against unintentionally introducing shorts in the circuit. Learn More About: isolation
transformer safety electronic isolation. Log in to comment. Sam Kalagi April 06, So glad it
helped! Thanks for the kind words! Load more comments. You May Also Like. Sign In Stay
logged in Or sign in with. Continue to site. Home New posts Latest activity. Forums New posts
Latest activity Search forums. Media New media Search media. Members Registered members
Current visitors. Log in. Search Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search titles only.
Search Advanced searchâ€¦. Everywhere Threads This forum This thread. Search Advancedâ€¦.
New posts. Latest activity. Search forums. Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Jan 25, 8, 3, Beverly Hills, CA. Who has compared directly in the same
system, on an apples-to-apples basis, an isolation transformer and balanced power device e.
What sonic differences did you hear between these two different power solutions? What were
the advantages and disadvantages of each system? Did you notice any negative or deleterious
effects on the sound from using either type of device versus plugging the system directly into
the wall outlets? Uk Paul Member Sponsor. Sep 27, 62 UK. Yes Ron, I owned P10 for about 3
years. While it proved to be an improvement over total system wall connection, my amplifiers
did not benefit and had to stay wall connected. After some experimentation, niggling doubt had
set in - audio nervosa! I was gradually removing items from it and actually preffering it, subtle
but I was quite sure about it. Then my prior experiences with using balanced transformers
urged me to try these again in place of the P10, I still had a pair so rigged up these with a DC
filter circuit etc. The system just sounded considerably better, quite significant in fact, across
the board, with seemingly no trade off's. It was then that I could see clear potential in a device
that was thoroughly thought out and aesthetically pleasing, and pushed ahead with the design
work. I had previously taken the P10 to a good friends system as he was very keen on one, but
he failed to see much benefit sonically so didn't buy one, but trying the Symetrica prototype in
his system and he ordered within an hour. Sonic differences? Balanced is free-er, unrestrained,
more space and air, better tonality, sound is free from the speakers, in the room, with lower
backgound noise, just simply better. Some people love their P10's etc, they need to try a
decently designed balanced device to get some perspective on their sound. IMO there are no
negatives. Pallen Member. Jun 26, 30 23 Ron, I have been experimenting with AC power over the
last months. Like Paul, I have found Balanced Isolation Transformers significantly superior to
the Isotek Genesis Regenerator, as well as the Isotek and Nordost power conditioners that I
auditioned in my home system. I have now owned 2 x v Balanced Iso Transformers. The model I
tried used a balanced toroid transformer, but with no DC filter circuit. The results were a big
step up from the first Transformer, especially in the bass and in depth of soundstage. Not all my
components benefited equally â€” it was the ARC amp and my turntable that stepped up
significantly. But the item that has benefited my system more than any other has been a quality
mains block, made by Gutwire Audio in Canada. It brings a rightness and a naturalness that
surpasses anything else I have tried until now. I am especially enjoying the enhanced tonal
colour it brings to the music. I must add that my 2nd transformer was not of the quality that Paul
has designed, but that has been my experience to date. Reactions: goan , KeithR and the sound
of Tao. Sep 10, 69 scotland. Now all I need is a pair of golden ears! Last edited: Apr 30, Jan 21,
65 Make sure you get a minimum of 75 tp hours on the P20 before you do any serious
evaluations. Apr 26, It did not fulfill my expactations at all. I could not get rid of it unless it was
completely disconnected from the grid. It was great for black outs, I had no stress when the
weather was bad It is on par or better than purepower for sound I get and does not inject any
noise into the soundsystem. However, when the input voltage is lower than usual, the unit itself
makes some noise. I can barely hear it from my listening position. It is a rare occasion so I
accepted it. I have plans to position it somewhere else in the future because of this. I also need
to remind you that I have a direct line from the post to my sound system through an 32amp
Silent Wire fuse and there is absolutely nothing else on that line. Last edited: May 1, Reactions:
the sound of Tao. Jul 22, I have PSaudo P12 Regenerator. It seems to go a good job and I don't
think it drains dynamics it measures. Received the P20, moved the BPT 3. Soundstage is bigger,
massed strings are less edgy. I'm thrilled. Alrainbow Well-Known Member. Uk Paul said:. Thank
you very much for your thoughts Paul, Pallen and kodomo. I appreciate you writing down and
publishing your experiences! View attachment Soundstage is bigger, massed strings are less

edgy. Oct 26, 5, 1, Eastern WA. There's sooooooooooooooooooooooo many variables in that.
Basically everything following the power sources are variables for preference. Reactions:
Nascimento. Ron Resnick said:. Thank you for reporting this. Reactions: microstrip and Ron
Resnick. I can't say anything about Paul's new regens. But I have tried n used all the rest. I had
a 10 kw iso if wired for input helps more. Then I made it into a bal 10kw like neutric even better.
Now have a 20 k model I made. I still use the p10 unit on front end. Paul has a cool feature on
his units this in effect phase shifts the voltage and current a bit. The end result is a slightly
longer charge cycle of each sign wave on crest and trought. It does help a bit. I don't like his re
gen on my amps but they are huge so Better out of the bal iso As for what does what A simple
iso I feel does little as it's still tied to common mode noise and only Betters things a bit if it has
a noise filter add on. And better still if wired for input. Now a bal iso is much Better it reduces
common mode noise and if one wires it for input it lowers dc or sign wave distortion Any dc line
noise reduced limits power so for me not good. Now it does work well on smaller less than watt
transformers but they don't get the full benifit due to a higher winging resistance. They each
lower noise floors and allow our audio to have more details and seem more relaxed as well. Dc
on the mains on large amps greatly effects them so if you feel your setup sounds off go close to
your amps Tranny if it's humming louder or growls it's there. I have measured my dc buss on
amps and it lowers the buss voltage. Typical norm 72 and can be as low as That is a lot and if I
go into my bal Iso it's back up. And yes same input voltage is measured at input of amps both
wAys. So if it was me a large iso bal with the line freq noise filter add on is best. No dc filter
needed either. On power has anyone tried any line Polarity shifting? Reactions:
DetroitVinylRob. PS anyone who has a ps audio re gen try it on your tv and cable box it greatly
betters this too. I have yet to see a power cord do this and my bal iso does this too. But it's line
noise filter that helps this
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I feel. Alrainbow said:. Yes and it's why it's still in my setup. Now keep in mind I feed it off the
bal iso too. I think tube devices perhaps benifit more in this. The overall sound is just much
cleaner, relaxed and emerges from a very quiet background. Check out the latest Stereophile
follow up review of the P Jason Victor Serinus is ecstatic about the P However the P20 is now
part of his system going forward. He mentioned he initially tried to run some PASS And once it
was plugged into his dedicated 20 amp curcuit he initially had used the dedicated 20 amp
curcuit , but plugged into the 15 amp receptacle on the PS AUDIO there were no issues. The
amps run perfectly with zero issues, and the sound is improved across the board, per Jason at
Stereophile. You must log in or register to reply here. Similar threads. Replies 62 Views 4K. The
6 ways of power filtration. Replies 7 Views Replies 4 Views 1K. My New Great Room 5. Replies
56 Views 11K. General Audio Forum Dec 8, tony Top Bottom.

